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You can also apply the Topaz effects non-
destructively to your image by way of this one.
Its a very easy way to quickly achieve the same
results in Photoshop. The Topaz plugins also do

something very cool, they take the original
(which is on a separate layer) and recompose it
to fit the effect you are using so that you dont
have to do all that clipping that goes on when
blending layers in Photoshop. Thats something
great that Topaz does and it makes you think of
those funny paintings that do a happy face with

say the eyes crossing, and the head in the
mouth for when your angry. Those things are

very creative and topaz does them very well. It
makes you think of the vector illustrator too,

where you can make your drawing large and fit
it into an image instead of doing a million
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clipping masking motions. Its very cool and
smart. I dont actually have a huge collection of

cartoon stuff but it gives you an idea. so for
example, I have the topaz brush tool. I will go to

my psd version of this image and create a
duplicate layer. Then go to the Topaz Plugins

and select the topaz brush tool, select the
original layer and then click on the new one. I
select the original layer and move it below the

new layer. I then start applying the brush tool in
a circular motion and topaz puts the original

image on a separate layer again. Also, if you use
this on a semi transparent original image, you

can now using the layer mask in photoshop, get
rid of the topaz effect applied to the original and
continue to mask the original layer, but this will
be automatically masked out with the new layer.

Very cool with layer masks.
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So my adventures in Topaz have led me to its
sister program Topaz Simplify. Simplify is a

Photoshop plug in to smooth out the details in
an image. Topaz is a complete package of tools
that are so easy to use and get results with you
dont even have to open Photoshop. Here are a

few of the new tools in this version. Topaz
Simplify 4 is designed with three purposes in
mind: it allows you to deliver a higher level of
finished image in one step of your workflow, it

improves your originals so you work with better
quality images and its free! There are 4 main

new features to Simplify 4: the ability to adjust
edit and enhance the final image (within

Photoshop). The third is the ability to make good
decisions on the face of an image. The third one
is very important to me. I have seen many great

images ruined by a photographer with no
artistic awareness at all. Simplify 4 brings some
very useful tools, like a Structure tool that helps

you decide what you should change in your
image (keeping in mind the image structure)
and use the Styretool to do those changes. I
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love to see where the topaz help websites go!
Topaz Simplify 4.0.1 is all about workflow, speed
and quality. It does a great job of correcting for
JPEG compression artifacts while creating the

best possible image quality. I suggest that you
get this new release before it is updated. Once

you try it, you will never go back to the old
version. You can also install it on your Aperture,
Adobe Photoshop or Lightroom plug-in.I highly

suggest a trial version that will give you 30 days
for free. Once you start using Topaz Simplify
you will never go back to using Photoshop

Elements to correct for these artifacts. With
Topaz Simplify you can eliminate JPEG

compression artifacts and restore the optimal
JPEG quality. You can also create your own

masterpiece with just one click. Eliminates JPEG
compression artifacts and restores the optimal

JPEG quality. You can download any Adobe
product to try a free trial of 30 days. By using

Topaz Simplify You can make your own
masterpiece with just one click. Create art by
selectively eliminating the details of an image

using Topaz Simplify. Topaz Simplify is a
Photoshop plug-in. This means that it cant be
run on its own. It will require a suitable host
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application. We seldom take the time to
consider how amazing our world is. Even the

most basic of objects could be amazing artwork
when you view it in the right way. 5ec8ef588b
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